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Learning objectives

Knowledge Skill Attitude

• To enable students to 
identify the features of a 
good poster for animal 
conservation 

• To develop students’
problem-solving skills 
through suggesting ways 
to protect endangered 
animals 

• To cultivate students’ 
creativity through 
designing posters of 
endangered animals

• To let students develop 
caring  attitudes towards 
the endangered animals



PRIOR KNOWLEDGE OF STUDENTS

Students have learned
- vocabulary of some endangered animals some threats

that some endangered animals are facing

Students have attempted
- to think of actions regarding the animals’ threats 



DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTIONAL 
STRATEGIES DEPLOYED

- Tiered questioning  
- Tiered learning tasks 
- Flexible groupings (Homogeneous 
grouping)



IMPACT ON STUDENTS’ LEARNING

1.  Identifying threats of endangered animals 
from texts and suggesting solutions for the 
problems

2. Designing posters making use of the above 
information  



TEXTS: WHICH ANIMALS SHOULD WE CHOOSE?

Things to consider: 

- Do students have enough world knowledge of endangered animals?

- Are students familiar with that kind of endangered animals?

- Do they have a lot of room suggesting creative ways to save that 
kind of animals?

- Can the less able students also suggest ways to help that kind of 
animals?



AFTER CONSIDERATION……

- Choose animals that are relatively familiar to students

- They have basic world knowledge

- Variety of threats (e.g. habitat loss, killed for body parts, 
stereotype…)

- More diversity and creativity when students thinking of ways to 
help them 



- 28 students in total

- Divided into 7 groups

***Heterogeneous 

grouping?

Homogeneous grouping?



We designed texts of the 3 animals, allowing 
students to find out the threats the animals 
facing……

Before the lesson: 







- Students jot down problems, 

write actions based on the 

problems 

- language barrier 

T encouraging, supporting



Students’ work 











THEN…

1. Identifying threats of endangered animals from 
texts and suggesting solutions for the problems

2. Designing posters making use of the above 
information  



All students
sharks / 
elephants/ 
tigers

LEAD-IN

The teacher Noah



 Allow students to think about the possibilities first 



Let’s take a look at the two posters 
from our friends - tortoises.

titles, pictures, actions

Which part(s) do you like more?
Which part(s) better show we need help?



Title 

pictures 

actions



Results are a bit surprising!



What we expected…
* Clear title
* Powerful images 
* Effective actions 



 Get Ss back to the aim of making a poster : 
To arouse people’s awareness of animal protection 

 Can this design show that the endangered animals really
need people’s help? Will you spend much time reading it?



Poster making stage

In each group:

1 animal: Write the title
2 animals: Write the actions
1 animal: Prepare images in the poster



• Friendship

• Cuteness

• Cruelty of people

 Students have to think how to arouse people’s 
sympathy with their design

Photos/ images of tigers, elephants and sharks





STUDENTS’ WORK









POST-LESSON

old new

- Students were given time to revise their posters with reference to the 
comments they received from their peers 



old new



old new



old new



old new



REFLECTIONS

1. Grouping 
Ability grouping? Mixed Grouping?

Ability grouping , though some groups could be even 
brighter, some struggled a bit in coming up with 
actions to help animals

Some students can have more roles in their groups 



REFLECTIONS

For improvement … 
 Assigning a more able student as the group leader
 Stimulating groupmates for more ideas
 Different roles assigned to students: 

- time manager
- checklist manager 
- spelling / grammar manager 



REFLECTIONS

For improvement … 
 Assigning a more able student as the group leader
 Stimulating groupmates for more ideas
 Different roles assigned to students: 

- time manager
- checklist manager 
- spelling / grammar manager 

For better Group dynamic: allowing students to form group 
by themselves (levels of texts are not apparent)



2. Students’ sharing time
At last just 3 groups of students could share their 

posters in the lesson
 may spare more time / another lesson for students’ 

sharing
3. Poster elements
 more elements apart from simple words and pictures?
 emojis? Props?

REFLECTIONS



REFLECTIONS

4. Discussion time 
 2 more minutes for students to walk around to talk 

with other groups?
 peer checking & learning

5. Vocabulary
 animal protection related: poaching, harm, 

theft….
 adjectives of emotions



6. Checklist
 really show a big poster listing out features

vs. 
stating features just in words on a board 

7. Language across Curriculum
 cooperating with other subjects (General Studies? 

Library?)
 enriching students’ world knowledge of animals
 better understand animals’ situation

REFLECTIONS



SUGGESTIONS TO OTHER TEACHERS

1. Passion & Mission
- what is Gifted Education
- why do students need Gifted Education
- how can the implementation of gifted education in the 

regular classroom help students?

2. Team Work
- Clear job allocation
- Good communication
- Support each other



WAY FORWARD 

Gifted Education - Level one

- Modified Lessons we developed (P.3,P.6)
- Cross-curriculum Lessons (P.5,P.6)
- BYOD (P.4)
- Creativity (P.1-P.6)



Gifted Education - Level two

- Presentation Skills 
(LTMPS Alumni Association)

- Creative Writing 
- English Musical 

WAY FORWARD 



THANK 
YOU!


